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This drawing project dissects normative architectural processes, aiming to discover why they are not

practiced in everyday big-box America. Finding that we need methods of enhancing perceptive

awareness to comprehend capitalism’s complexity, this informal project reveals the need to let go of the

preconceptions that keep us from seeing the everyday positively and productively. A fast food chain is

injected into an existing airboat launching station/residence along vast highway space in central Florida.

This new combination exaggerates the underlying reality of franchising—the consumption of a concept.

Seeing Practices

Seeing More
Perceptive design involves developing new ways of

seeing . . . seeing more. ‘‘And it is that simple,’’ in the

words of Annie Dillard, ‘‘what you see is what you

get.’’1 Learning to see with intense perception means

learning how to forget.2 In letting go of preconcep-

tions, one is able to see beautiful architectural pro-

cesses in everyday situations. This was the lesson

learned from a larger project that attempts to cor-

respond with the condition of big-box urbanism.3

With a slight shift in focus, big-box becomes more

interesting than we typically think. Its logics and

tendencies are capable of inspiring thoughtful design

processes once visible. It can be seen as ‘‘urban.’’

As designers, we must compose one thing in

order to assemble another, resulting in the new. We

orchestrate processes and give ourselves assign-

ments, invent practices, and make recipes. Modern

science has shown that changes in an object are

insignificant compared to changes made in the

lenses used to view it. We need to remember to

factor into our processes methods to augment

perceptive awareness. Michael De Certeau touches

on this when comparing ‘‘the concept city,’’ one’s

experience of Manhattan from the 110th floor, with

‘‘urban practices,’’ the experience of wandering the

streets of Manhattan. He suggests assuming such

fictitious ‘‘voyeur-god’’ vantage points (abstracted

city plan views) ‘‘disentangles the designer from

murky intertwining daily behaviors’’ of those down

below.4

This project is deliberately informal. It uses

a nonstandard architectural sensibility in search of

such nonfictitious understandings of urban envi-

ronments. ‘‘The informal is opportunistic; an

approach to design that seizes a local moment and

makes something of it . . . Ideas are not based on

principles of rigid hierarchy but on an intense

exploration of the immediate.’’5 Integrating the

cultivation of heightened vision into the design

process necessitates some level of unknowing. It

advocates being unaware of where the process will

lead. It means venturing into other disciplines and

reconsidering the architect’s role. The process of

this informal (yet rigorous) project required less

resistance on the designer’s part to generic

big-box landscapes. Less resistance enables a reor-

ganization of the connotations that surround the

word ‘‘urban’’ for American culture in 2008. ‘‘To

occupy a city today is to surf in a dense array of

overlapping media streams. The limit of the city is

not the limit of some physical terrain, but the limit

of its packaging.’’6 Keeping Mark Wigley’s sug-

gestion in mind, the term ‘‘urban’’ today can

include these dominant nonphysical aspects of our

culture impinging upon the built environment. This

shift in vision may offer a renewed operability

2. Existing airboat launching station and bait shop. (Photo taken by author.)

3. Existing airboat launching station. View of residence. (Photo taken by

author.)

1. Cows and a fisherman seen as obstacles in a game—view from

launching station. The photo (taken by author) corresponds with a ‘‘burn

mark’’ on the map seen in Figure 11 near the boat launching station,

which is close to Titusville.
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within the everyday and a more positive outlook

overall.

The Connective Tissue of Highway
Space
Bisecting central Florida, route 50 is a two-lane

highway connecting the eastern fringes of Orlando

to the east coast town of Titusville (Figure 11).

Both points of connection are ‘‘Generic Cities’’ as

described by Rem Koolhaas minus the verticality.7

The connective tissue itself belongs to another

category altogether. Here, one finds similarity

between the atmospheric nature of the Florida

landscape and the ‘‘structure’’ of big-box urban-

ism. The landscape provides no clear formal or

morphological characteristics from which to begin

a perceptive design process, making it appealing

(Figure 12). A morphological reading of landscape

is very different from a textural, or atmospheric,

reading. Textural readings focus on deliberate and

accessible conceptual frameworks of physical and

spatial aspects of the landscape (i.e., fluidity and

looseness) rather than the idealized image or

exactness of it.

In my study, depictions of the landscape were

constructed with spatial and architectural intent.

They were not romanticized portrayals. Working

intimately within the varied landscape that makes

up ‘‘ground’’ in Florida provided an opportunity to

become aware of measured and immeasurable

aspects of a site. Through textural understanding

of one fluid landscape, a drawing logic capable of

helping me see capitalism emerged. The under-

standing of texture adds a taxonomical layer to the

study of form in architecture in the way that genetic

similarities radically change morphological readings

in science. It is actually only in the textural under-

standings that de Certeau’s concept (city) is for-

gotten enough to see something new and to

become intimate again with what one is looking at.

Emergent Drawing Logic Determines
Site Selection
In these drawings, found textures track various

spatial phenomena that define the site by challeng-

ing perception at both internal and external sensory

modalities. Textures that ‘‘fire together wire

together,’’ as do the inhabitant’s desires.8 These
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4. A cow seen as an obstacle in a game seen from airboat. (Photo taken

by author.)

5. Hooks and pulley systems found throughout the area are used in

hoisting the boats during repair. The tectonics and materiality of these

were influential in developing the systems for the new launching station’s

armature. (Photo taken by author.)

6. An airboat in action seen from the launching station. (Photo taken by

author.)

7. Process model conveying the fast food chain hanging within the

armature, materializing the condition of the drawings.

8. Image exposing how desires that fire together wire together. (Photo

taken by author.)

9. This image depicts the atmospheric quality of the landscape as well as

the vastness of the highway. (Photo taken by author.)
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10. ‘‘Vibrations above the surface,’’ this drawing sought to expose the

immaterial vortex connecting Titusville to Orlando.
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woven textures interact from drawing to drawing,

such that stimulating one drawing affects another.

The same can be said of franchise spaces (Figure 8).

The drawing process gained momentum upon cut-

ting a section through the drawings in order to dia-

gram the interconnectivity of the entire assemblage

(Figure 18). Drawing becomes actionable with the

discovery of a drawing logic capable of conveying

spatial or structural conditions observed. When this

discovery occurs, a truth about the empirical world is

actually being revealed and, importantly, a concept is

not mimetically being represented.

Consuming a Concept
The drawings (Figures 10, 11, and 14–18) explore

a redesign of an existing airboat launching station

at the intersection between Highway 50 and the

11. Map of the site (a 45-minute drive heading east on Highway 50

from Orlando, Florida, to the space coast town of Titusville). Each burn

mark on the map represents where a photograph was taken during

initial assessment of the landscape. These burn marks correspond to

figures 1–6, 8, 9, 12 and 13.
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12. This image depicts the atmospheric quality of the landscape near the

selected site existing right outside of Titusville. (Photo taken by author.)
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St. Johns River. Into this space, where cows are

obstacles in a game for the boat people, I proposed

a fast food chain be added to the existing boat

launching station and residence. Flames painted on

the side of the airboat establish the texture of the

ground, which grows into an acrobatic armature

upon which signs are painted and boats are fixed

(Figure 16). The structure lures capital in by facing

the road, while it creeps out into the marsh. It is

a series of systems, working together with the

landscape as the drawings’ logic suggests. ‘‘Several

equilibriums coexist. Simultaneity matters; not

hierarchy.’’9 The generic floor plan (found online)

of this reconsidered burger joint stretched and

morphed as the launching stations armature

received it (Figure 15). Hanging within this arma-

ture, the opaque box supersedes the enclosure of

the restaurant, materializing the condition of the

drawings (Figure 7).The detailed texture within the

plan drawing is an elaboration of the technical

systems, amplifying the interior atmospheric con-

ditions that the consumers experience. In this

landscape, the boat people become technicians

of the wind and exist only outside. Consuming

a burger becomes exaggerated through the

13. ‘‘The boat man.’’ (Photo taken by author while riding on his airboat.)

13 14

14. Section drawing of launching station/burger joint explores

representation of the speed of the highway and the communication

between the structure and the drivers passing by.
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programmatic box, the enhanced systems of

exchange, the kitchen prep work, the deliveries,

and the consumer’s experience of the boat people

and their landscape.

Conclusion
In ‘‘Resisting the City,’’ Mark Wigley argues that

we ‘‘obsess about physical objects, without

understanding the immaterial networks orches-

trating everyday cultural life.’’10 This drawing

project began as an attempt to develop a repre-

sentational system capable of exposing and

unwinding the immaterial vortex connecting

Titusville to Orlando (Figure 10). It celebrates

everyday (big-box) America. This 45-minute drive

operates almost solely as a space of transit

between the two towns. Embracing immaterial

networks, the project prioritizes the strange,

ephemeral, and confusing aspects of everyday

life. The emerging (fire together wire together)

logic within the drawing practice captures capi-

talism’s illusory form of complex reservoirs for

circulation.11 The formal character of big-box

urbanism actually has little significance in the

16

15. (Previous page) Plan view depicting the franchise burger joint, which

hangs within the structure above, and detailed ‘‘systems’’ plan. The boat

person becomes a technician of the wind. Those who frequent this

restaurant have a heightened simulated experience.

16. Textural analysis of the marshy surface of the site. This marshy flame,

which ornaments the airboat, became a key player in the texture

development.
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comprehension of organization without under-

standing this immateriality.
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